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EDITORIAL
Welcome to this special anniversary edition of Atlantis!
It’s been just over 25 years since students, alumni and staff founded Polis and
shortly after, its magazine Atlantis. Since then, the organisation and magazine
have been carefully passed from hand to hand and seen times of remarkable
change.
As such, we take this opportunity to reflect on this story line that we are part of,
and explore a range of topics and questions relating to urbanism and landscape
architecture over time. The articles collected here reflect on the past, critique the
present and are provocative about the future.
Thinking about time serves us well. It opens doors to new critical terrain, aiding
us in the development of new ideas and new drivers of change. To reflect and
postulate on the surrounding world in such a way is to wield significant agency;
shaping discussion and guiding action. However, this agency is by no means
determinant. The future's direction is constantly shifting and remains uncertain,
just as Orwell's vision for 1984 did not come to pass. Moreover, the past is far
from a stable foundation from which to move forward, being continually open to
interpretation and reinterpretation.
In our cities and landscapes this complex, shifting story forms layers: in spatial
or architectural form, in memories and associations, or even the layers of earth
beneath our feet. How we can grasp this multiplicity, depth and complexity, whilst
still enabling new generations to play their part in the story, is one of the crucial
questions we face, and that this issue of Atlantis attempts to address.
As we mark this anniversary, it's also an exciting time for Polis and Atlantis, as
we look to build a more international network and continue to enrich the field
of urbanism and landscape architecture at TU Delft and beyond. We hope you
enjoy reading this magazine and find it thought-provoking and informative.
If you’d like to contribute to a future edition, please get in touch with us at
atlantis@polistudelft.nl.
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Are you passionate about
urbanism and would like to
contribute? Contact us at:
atlantis@polistudelft.nl
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Finally, this issue of our 25th volume marks a year of change. From a radically
new editorial team to a new graphic style. I would like to thank our team
members Ioana Ionescu, Maryam Behpour, Ting-Wei Chu, Jelske Streefkerk
and Laura Garcia for their huge effort and enthusiasm, Eva van Rijen who
joined us especially for this edition, and in particular Sarem Sunderland, Gijs de
Haan and Alkmini Papaioannou for their patience and dedication in the graphic
elaboration of Atlantis. I am specially thankful to Kate Unsworth, with whom we
have shared responsibilities this final part of the year, and announce her as next
year’s editor-in-chief. I’m sure that together they will improve the quality of our
dear magazine. I wish you all success and a joyful experience publishing Atlantis.
On behalf of the editorial team we wish you enjoyable reading!

Luis Montenegro & Kate Unsworth
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An Internet of Bits
and Bodies
“You are a cyborg every time you look at a computer screen or use a cellphone device.”
– Amber Case, Cyborg Anthropologist, TED Lecture, Dec 2010

Cyborgs, intertwined human-machines, have
fascinated man for decades. The first cyborg was a rat
equipped with an osmotic pump; a complex means
of enmeshed technology supporting biological life in
a hostile environment.1 The project pointed towards
the broader goal of “adapting man’s body to any
environment he may choose, or, more specifically,
a man-machine system that could one day maintain
homeostasis in outer space, the ultimate landscape, the
final frontier. The key to unlock new environments was
reconsidering the human body itself, “permitt[ing]
man’s existence in environments which differ radically
from those provided by nature as we know it.
In a basic sense, the human is inherently a cyborg
species, distinguished from the outset by its creation
and appropriation of extrinsic tools. Weapons or fire
or clothing,2 for example, enable us (and our ancestors)
to inhabit environments we otherwise could not, in
much the same way as the rat with the osmotic pump,
bound for outer space. Humans create technologies
that surround the body and support its physical
survival.
Following in the progression of stone to silicon tools,
humanity today could be described as a new form
of homosapien, one with an entirely new tool. We
have historically modified the physical self, extending
capacities like speed and strength. Yet today’s tool
is fundamentally different an extension not of the
anatomy, but of the mind of memory, of identity
and social function.3 The common denominator,
it seems, is a deep entanglement and co-evolution
between human and technological systems. “We of the
modern age are provided with two types of bodies… the real
body which is linked with the real world by means of fluids
running inside, and the virtual body linked with the world by the
flow of electrons.”4 One piece of technology forges the
strongest link, arguably more transformative than any
other: the smartphone.
Smartphones are powerful mini-computers enhancing
humans’ logical and computational capacities,
particularly because they are always available.
Take, for example, remembering an address that

information can be stored in a phone’s contact book or
quickly looked up online at any moment. Memory has
been outsourced. The posthuman is a creature born
into this binary condition, into a world of converged
digital and material, where his mental existence is
enabled, sustained and improved by technologies.
Beyond individual personal interactions, the
global adoption of smartphones mass mobile
communications are causing a societal shift.
The majority of the global population is now
instantaneously interconnected. Personal devices
serve as a portal to externalize and multiply the
self, to a conceivably infinite degree. The prosthetic
smartphone has deeply permeated society, giving
rise to a new networked humanism’ in which we are
co-creating each other at all times.5 Tools have evolved
from physical to mental to social.
But the story does not end here. Wireless digital
technologies have made a radical pivot back to
physical space. Humans are at the crux of bits
and atoms: integrated technologies are profoundly
transforming not only social identity, but corporeal
inhabitation of architecture and cities. “This
generation has developed physical and mental
attitudes that call for a different kind of space, a space
that can be deciphered through systems of clues and
series of unfolding scenarios.”6
Through smartphones, the city is now continuously
emergent, burgeoning inside of every pocket.
Everyone has a lens through which to perceive and
digest the city. Peering through this lens is intensely
personal your smartphone locates you precisely
in space and time, and it knows your preferences,
schedule and consumer patterns. “Urban media are
making deep inroads on a diverse range of activities of place
making – be they the top-down deployment by government
agencies or the bottom-up appropriation by urbanites in their
every-day life.”7 We have created a new dimension of
the city, a new mode of interacting with and in urban
space. “The abstract motifs that compose this landscape confer
on it something mysterious, even magic… a re-enchantment of
the world.”8
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Each smartphone communicates in real-time with
a constellation of phones, businesses and systems
surrounding it. Applications are becoming increasingly
robust, enabling real-time everything, from Uber
(citizen taxi cabs) to Grindr (matching nearby people
for social or romantic interactions). Always-on devices
connect the majority of the human population,
to each other, to physical places and to dynamic
processes.
Smartphone adoption and embedded technologies are
transforming what was formerly a communications
network into a sensing network. A whole class of
applications appropriate embedded hardware in the
smartphone that is intended for other purposes for
example, using a phone’s accelerometer to detect pace,
or its camera light to measure human pulse. These
take advantage of the always-on prosthetic device to
implement ‘viral sensing’ at a large scale. Another
class of digital technologies link the phone to external
hardware to extend their capabilities. These piggyback
devices work symbiotically with the phone, taking
advantage of its high-power computing and highspeed network. Among other effects, this has given
rise to the uantified Self ’ phenomenon. A variety
of quantified self gadgets, from bracelets to pins, can
track your daily activity, including steps taken, heart
rate and sleep patterns. Not only are smartphones our
window to the world around us, but now a lens into
our bodies.
We have taken the first step toward a seamless
exchange of information to and from our bodies:
data is constantly recorded, uploaded and
downloaded in real time. The first generation of
truly commonplace cyborg technologies includes
pacemakers (mechanically supported hearts), cochlear
implants (allowing the deaf to perceive sound), and
visual prosthetics (cameras that input directly to the
brain). Yet these devices are all one-way transfers of
information. The next step is quickly approaching, as
a variety of wearable and ambient devices become
a constant two-way conduit of information between
the body and the network. Biomedical researchers
at the Imperial College, London, have developed an
intelligent insulin pump that senses and responds in
real time to the glucose levels of diabetes patients,
sampling blood every five minutes a first glimmer
of human-integrated technology that allows two-way
flows of information. Humans are about to be directly
enmeshed with the ‘Internet of Things’.
As more and more bodies go online, detailed external
analysis of the collective quantified self is becoming
possible. At the moment, quantified-self technologies
do not go far beyond confirming what you already
know. When you wake up in the morning, your
possible bracelet-integrated phone will announce that
you slept poorly the last thing you want to see as you
roll over, rub your eyes and blink through a splitting
headache. But in the future this data will extend

beyond the individual, and broader human patterns
could be revealed. A new uantified Us’ might map
a human biome, on the scale of community, city or
country.
The city of cyborgs is being recast as an Internet
of Bodies. By its original definition, the cyborg is
a cybernetic organism, but networks may turn us
into a cybernetic species. This erodes the fear of
an impending ‘singularity’9 machines will not
become an autonomous, aware (and malignant)
system; rather, they will become sentient as they
interlace with human consciousness. Far more likely
than apocalyptic singularity is that the two become
seamlessly merged. Ultimately, the human-augmented
machine (that is, the machine-augmented human) will
always be superior to exclusively machine or human
systems. Returning to the original idea of the cyborg
increasing the capacity for survival in a new or
di cult environment the cyborg as Internet of Bodies
holds true. Humans empowered to work together will
improve humanity. The new cyborg is a networked
human machine, augmenting the individual through
other individuals, as humans have always done.

"...through smartphones, the city is now
continuously emergent, burgeoning
inside of every pocket..."
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